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News
Across the U.S., A Surge Toward Electrification
A smart, sustainable, and sudden shift is helping the country's buildings go electric.
By Patrick Sisson for AIA Architect
The Catalyst building at Eastern Washington
University is being used as a case study for
electrified buildings that utilize smart grid
technology. [Image: Ben Benschneider]
Eastern Washington University’s Catalyst Building,
tucked into the South Landing neighborhood of
Spokane, Wash., is a Modern shoebox-shaped, fivestory collection of offices and classrooms built with
cross-laminated timber. Designed to be a living
laboratory of sustainability, the building has sadly
sat mostly empty due to the pandemic since
opening in the fall of 2020. But those looking for
data on the power of transformative technologies
such as electrification and smart grid systems need look no further. In the time since the building’s
completion, these technologies have undergone an unprecedented shift from cutting-edge to
commonplace.
“Building electrification is the ticket for entry, and where smart grids can meet smart buildings, we can
decarbonize the grid,” says Michael Frank, vice president of engineering and design for McKinstry, the
design-build firm behind Catalyst. “We need buildings to play a big part. We can’t get there from the
utility side alone.”
Frank’s work on, and belief in, Catalyst highlights a key shift taking place at the intersection of
development, technology, and power generation and distribution, one that’s challenging established ways
of designing and building. For decades, sustainably-minded architects have preached increasingly
rigorous and effective means to boost efficiency and cut carbon emissions from our buildings, from LEED
standards and passive house design to solar panels and battery storage.
But the future—as a number of intertwining developments in building design, utility policy, and digital
building management tools suggest—will consist of homes, offices, and neighborhoods hooked up and
collaborating with emerging smart grids that can direct and ration power.
Continue reading article >

Experts weigh in on tackling mental health in architecture
By Katherine Flynn
Why is mental health an important topic for
architects?
Shifting to remote work, taking on increased
caretaking responsibilities, straddling an
increasingly blurred lines between home life and
career – all these factors have led to amplified
feelings of burnout in the general workforce over
the last two and a half years, and architects are
experiencing them particularly acutely, according to
a study by Monograph .
A June 15 webinar, Tackling Mental Health in Architectural Practice, previewed the topic of mental health
ahead of Women’s Leadership Summit 2022, where it will be a focus. In particular, combating burnout

and advocating for better work-life balance models on a firm-wide and industry-wide level.
Je’Nen Chastain, founder of Apostrophe Consulting, moderated the webinar and introduced the idea that
inherited norms in the profession of architecture perpetuate barriers and challenges across firms that
negatively impact talent – and the mental health cost is becoming too great. Putting people at the center
of business and projects, according to Chastain, is a more sustainable long-term strategy.
“How do we support our teams while also creating inspiring projects?” she asked. “How do we create a
healthy studio culture across the entire office and our practice?” Mental health professional Dr. Akua
Boateng believes that the solution lies in balancing firm action with individual best practices.
She explained that in an interview with NBC News in the fall of 2020, she foresaw that the ways in which
we, as a society, had been navigating high-level change around the pandemic and restructuring how we
fundamentally see work was going to end in a mental health crisis for many.
Continue reading >

Explore Latest Architecture Trends in NCARB's Annual Data Report
By Claire Hilton
The latest edition of NCARB’s annual data publication, NCARB by the
Numbers, is now available! Focusing on data from the 2021 calendar
year, this year’s publication provides an inside look at recent trends along
the path to licensure—including continued recovery from the COVID-19
pandemic and a shift toward increasing diversity among licensure
candidates.
EXPLORE KEY TRENDS
The 2022 edition also provides enhanced demographic reporting, including more detailed information
about gender, racial, and ethnic diversity in the profession and the status of attrition for various
demographic groups throughout the licensure process. The findings in NCARB by the Numbers are pulled
from NCARB’s database of nearly 115,000 licensure candidates and architects, making this annual report
the most comprehensive source for licensure statistics.
Contnue reading

Advocacy
Healthier Materials Protocol
Materials selection is one of the most difficult sustainability goals to track
and integrate into the design and delivery process.
Opting for healthier materials shouldn’t be a lofty goal for the wellresourced few. Architects should encourage the selection and availability
of materials that are better for our human and environmental health.
While case studies exemplifying healthier materials projects have been
dominated by an all-or-nothing approach, the entry-point for choosing
healthier products is lower than most think.
The new AIA Healthier Materials Protocol was created to provide clear,
practical methods and tools to navigate this maze and effectively
translate awareness to practice. The document provides a stepwise
method for setting healthier materials goal and criteria definitions,
product selection, tracking, and specification, no matter the size and
scope of the project. It also suggests tools and provides examples from case studies to assist with each
step.
The user-friendly guide is written to meet you where you are as an architect or a firm and help you:
select safer materials for humans and the environment
design and build with healthier materials
understand the differences between material transparency and chemical avoidance
address barriers in obtaining buy-in from peers, clients, and the market
collectively strengthen the market signal for safer alternative products
Download
Prescription for Healthier Building Materials: A Design and Implementation Protocol >

Healthier Materials Protocol Quick Guide >
Rethink the materials in your projects
Join the Architecture and Design Materials Pledge to more holistically evaluate your materials and
finishes.
Contact us
Have questions about the program? Email us >

ROI: The economic case for resilient design
The climate crisis underscores the need for a
resilient and climate-adaptive built environment.
Resilient design encompasses many possible scales
of action, including structural approaches, naturebased approaches, as well as both facilities-based
and non-facilities-based approaches.1 Architects
have a critical role to play in creating a future
where buildings can withstand sudden shocks and
chronic stresses given that they design projects
that transform the lives of their clients, building
occupants, and surrounding communities.
Architects can share with their clients the critical
importance of incorporating resilience measures
which will make the built environment more
climate-adaptive, sustainable, and ultimately even increase its value.
Architects are also charged with protecting public safety. If a client’s project site or program challenges
the tenets of responsible practice, the architect may choose not to compete for a project, help the client
find a more appropriate site, or design a project with a smaller footprint. AIA’s Resilient Project Process
Guide outlines three critical questions for architects to ask on every project:
1. What are the hazard and climate projections for this site?
2. What are the vulnerabilities, e.g. in what ways are people and built environment susceptible to
adverse effects?
3. What design solutions address hazard and climate projections as well as vulnerability?
The economic case for resilient design
When thinking about the economic case for resilient design it is important to acknowledge the various
scales of systems that architects and building owners are working within. Taking a systems-thinking
approach, there are nested scales of the hazard impacts which are interlinked—from global to federal,
regional, state, local, and individual—all impacting the value chain in which building owners, businesses,
and architects are acting.2 Climate-related risks are also interconnected across socioeconomic and
financial spheres, and can play out over time horizons that stretch beyond traditional business planning
or investment cycles. 3
Continue reading >
IMAGE: Warren Faidley via Getty Images

Programs and Events
How Can We Advance Historic Preservation in the First State?
Public Forums - Share your ideas!
On behalf of the Delaware Division of Historical and Cultural
Affairs (DHCA) and Preservation Delaware, Inc, the Institute
for Public Administration is inviting the public to comment on
potential strategies for improving historic preservation in the
First State.
The workshop will:
provide an overview of the strengths and weaknesses
of current historic preservation efforts,
consider best practices examples from other places,
and
solicit input on potential programs and practices for

Delaware.
One Day – Two Opportunities to Participate
September 21, 2022
1:00-2:00 PM or 6:30-7:30 PM
Join via Zoom
https://udel.zoom.us/j/99853176516
Comments can be received during the zoom presentation or
sent via email to jreitz@udel.edu.

Kaleidoscope: Embodied Carbon Design Tool
Kaleidoscope is designed to supplement, not replace, whole-building LCA in
early design phases. Learn directly from Payette designers how to put
Kaleidoscope to work on your next project! A recent update added ceiling
systems to complement the previous assemblies of flooring and envelopes.
Learn through demonstration and examples how Kaleidoscope can be used
throughout early design and construction to make quicker more informed
decisions regarding Life Cycle Assessments.
Tuesday, September 27th, from 5:00pm - 6:00pm, Virtual
Learn more and register

40TEN Site Tour: A Firsthand Look at Mass Timber Construction
WoodWorks | Wood Products Council
John O’Donald + representatives from Moseley
Architects, CCG, and 28 Walker (project design
team) will lead a tour of Baltimore’s first modern
mass timber office building from 4:00 – 5:00 pm.
Following the tour attendees are invited for
networking, drinks, and appetizers at Gunther +
Co. (located within walking distance from the tour
site).
September 27 @ 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm EDT
Baltimore, MD
In person | $20.00

40TEN / rendering courtesy of Mosely Architects

Read More and Register

Women's Leadership Summit 2022
A signature leadership event for architects & designers
Join us September 28–October 1 in Silicon Valley, the
global center for tech and innovation, at one of the
most forward-looking conferences of 2022.
At Women’s Leadership Summit 2022, you’ll hear the
stories that ignite us—how culture and equity leaders
are translating ideas into action. You’ll meet—and learn
from—women leaders on the frontlines of progress. And
you’ll connect with a rich, diverse network of women

who are breaking down barriers and manifesting the
careers they want while making a difference in the
world.
This event is about women empowering women through
leadership, knowledge, community, and belonging. Your
ticket includes four days of high-impact programming
plus access to networking, wellness activities,
architecture tours, and the opportunity to earn up to 14
HSW ǀ 29 AIA LU credits.
September 28 - October 1
San Jose, CA
In person | $595
Your ticket includes access to all mainstage sessions and keynotes, as well as breakfast and lunch on
Thursday and Friday. You can add tours, workshops, events, and wellness activities for an additional cost.
Read More and Register

2022 AIA Academy of Architecture for Justice Fall Conference
We are excited to be back, in person, after two
years! The schedule combines presentations with
facilitated workshops to foster networking, incite
thoughtful discussions, and provide actionable
outcomes for our profession and our communities.
Will you be part of the conversation? Book your
travel now to secure the best rates.
October 9-10, 2022
Omni Austin Hotel Downtown
Earn up to 15 LU/10.25 HSW
Learn more >

Career
Local Opportunities
Architectural Intern & Designer
Architect
Project Manager
Engineer
Visit our Job Board...

Join AIA
Do more with AIA. Join today.
Meet Yiselle Santos Rivera, AIA
HKS | Director of Justice, Equity, Diversity &
Inclusion.
Yiselle empowers the next generation of architects
to create a resilient, equitable, inclusive future by
developing and leading programs, committees,
events, and education that builds bridges to
communities. She's a member.
Join the AIA Community and let's design a better
world, together! aia.org/featured-members

AIA Career Center Account
Benefits for Job Seekers
Post Your Resume
Apply for Jobs
Get Job Alerts
Get Started!

Do more with AIA. Join today.
AIA connects you to he largest, most influential network of architecture professionals - a community of
94,000+ members who share your passion for design ad your desire to change the world. Together we're
creating positive change, in in numbers that are making a difference.
AIA also supports you every day in your career and your practice. After a year unlike any other, it's thi
sknd of support and community that matters. Join us. aia.org/join
Special offer!
Join AIA today and save 50% on membership with prorated dues. Terms and conditions apply.

Welcome New Chapter Members!
John M. Cox, AIA
Jaclyn Moak, AIA

AIA Small Firm Exchange
The Small Firm Exchange seeks to advance the mutual interests of
architects practicing in small firms. The group advocates for small firms
within the AIA and outside organizations, promotes leadership
development and supports chapter roundtables and other small firm
networks.

H o w s m a ll f ir m s c a n c r e a t e e n e r g y - e f f ic ie n t b u ild in g d e s ig n s
Small firms face many challenges due to lack of resources and
information. The Definitions for Building Performance establishes a
common vocabulary to assist in designing and constructing low-to-zerocarbon buildings. This glossary aims to support more efficient and accurate communication among
building owners, architects, consultants, engineers, contractors, and manufacturers.
Learn more >
S m a ll F ir m s o n A I A 2 0 3 0 C o m m it m e n t D ir e c t o r y
More than 100 firms, with offices across the country and the world, are committed to designing for
energy efficiency and carbon neutrality by 2030. Did you know that you can explore the list of and
participating firms in your state? You can sort the AIA 2030 Commitment Directory by firm size, how long
they’ve been part of the 2030 Commitment, or how many years they have submitted portfolio data to
actively track progress.
Learn more >
IAIA K
Kn
no w l e d g e N e t : D i s c u s s i o n s o n p r a c t i c e
See member discussions on issues of interest to small firms including:
Cloud-based data storage vs. traditional server
Online client payment options
Firm hiring
Be sure to Join our Community and ensure you receive our quarterly newsletter and important small firm
information.
Reach out to Delaware's SFx State Representative, Willard F. Hurd, AIA, of Newark, DE with your
thoughts, questions and concerns for small firms by emailing him at whurd@footprintarch.com.

Series on Contracting with Consultants, Part 4
By the AIA Risk Management Program
Architecturally focused firms may directly contract
with, or otherwise be required to coordinate with, a
complete team comprising those other disciplines
necessary for the project. The sum of fees associated
with these “other” services can be as much as, or
sometimes exceed those for, basic architectural
services. Hence, smart architects pay close attention
to the selection, retention, and management of these
services. These articles by the AIA Risk Management
Committee will provide initial guidance on the most

essential topics for the architect’s consideration.
Contracting with Consultants: Part 4, Contracting
Principles
As an architect, you have probably had a need to
retain consultants under your contract with your client
to supplement architectural services with certain
engineering or other non-architectural services. This
article will discuss basic contracting principles for your
consideration as you undertake the process of
subcontracting with specialty consultants. This article
is the fourth in this series about contracting with
consultants and will focus on five discrete issues: (i)
who should retain consultants— owner or architect; (ii) payment issues; (iii) flow down of terms from the
architect’s contract with the client; (iv) relationship with the client’s consultants; and (v) the process of
contracting with consultants and contract terms.
Continue reading >
The AIA Risk Management Program creates educational materials for individuals who are unable to
devote the resources to a full-fledged risk management team or in-house legal counsel department.

Guides for Equitable Practice - Updated
Best practices, relevant research, and other tools to help firms
Chapter 1 - Intercultural Competence
The ability to function effectively across cultures—
affects performance at all organizational levels.
This guide outlines the importance of increasing
intercultural competence and recommends how to
boost it while reducing bias against people with
non-dominant identities.
You'll learn architecture’s challenges—including
white male–dominated structures, the heroarchitect trope, and extreme criticism—clash with collaborative practices, work-life balance, and
practitioners’ diverse backgrounds. This guide covers questions to assess organizations’ intercultural
competence levels along with concrete steps individuals and firms can take to create a level playing field
and effect structural change.
New additions to Chapter 1
Increased distinction between gender-based and race-based issues.
Augmented discussion of structural inequities and mechanisms by which dominant culture is
perpetuated.
Expanded concept of intersectionality and how it informs ally-ship.
Download the Guides for Equitable Practice
Introduction executive summary
Introduction
Chapter 1: Intercultural Competence

AIA Trust
Disability Insurance
Individual and Employee Plans
What would you
do if you couldn’t
work due to a
disabling injury or
illness? How would you pay your mortgage, household bills, and
business or other expenses? The AIA Trust offers several
insurance plans that will replace a portion of your salary during a
disability, whether you’re a business owner or an employee.
Business Overhead Disability Insurance
Support your firm with insurance that covers business-related

What Kind of Disability
Coverage Do You Need?
Read more
Additional Resources

expenses including property costs, employee salaries and
benefits, and business equipment. For firms of any size, especially
small firms and sole practitioners.
View details
Disability Income Insurance
Keep earning, even if a covered illness or injury prevents you
from working, with a plan that can supplement your employerprovided coverage with up to $6,000 in monthly benefits.
View details

Disability, Accessibility &
Liability: What an Architect
Should Know
Why Would You Need Disability
Insurance If You Have It at
Work?
Emerging Professionals and
Disability Insurance

Employee Disability Insurance
Protect your employees’ income with a plan that can provide up
to 66.67% of their income in the event of a disabling injury or
illness. Available to firms with a minimum of five employees.
View details

Emerging Professionals
AIA Young Architects Forum (YAF)
Now YA Know - August Edition
The Young Architects Forum (YAF), a program of the
American Institute of Architects and the College of Fellows, is
organized to address issues of particular importance to
recently licensed architects.
YAF is pleased to release the August 2022 issue of "Now YA
Know," a newsletter sharing knowledge, happenings, and a
little fun too. All links are live!
Apply for the 2023 Young Architect’s Award
(Deadline: September 15, 2022)
A’23 Call For Proposals (Deadline: September 30,
2022)
Women’s Leadership Summit 2022 (When:
September 28–October 1)
Align Mentor Program
Download Now YA Know

NCARB AXP Update - 6 Free Practice Exams Are Now Available To All Licensure
Candidates
Six free Architect Registration Examination (ARE) practice exams—one
for each division—are now available to all licensure candidates! While
this resource was previously only available to those with active exam
eligibilities, you can now access these practice exams at any time to
help prepare for your next steps on the path to licensure.
To access the free practice exams if you don’t have active exam eligibilities, simply login to your NCARB
Record, navigate to the Overview tab, and select “Practice the ARE.” If you have active exam eligibilities,
you can continue to access the practice exams through the “Exams” tab of your NCARB Record.
Take the Practice Exams
You can take the practice exams in two modes:
Test mode mimics the experience you’ll have during a real exam appointment and provides a
score report afterward.
Practice mode provides the correct answer and rationale behind each item as you go.
The full-length, fully scored practice exams were written and developed the same way that our real
exams are developed: volunteer architects collaborate to develop questions (also called “items”) that test
on the objectives outlined in the ARE 5.0 Guidelines.

If you have questions or experience issues accessing the practice exams, please reach out to our
Customer Relations team.

News from our Members
Emily Purdum, AIA, Earns Accredited Learning Environments Designation
Becker Morgan Group Associate, Emily Purdum, AIA, recently received the
Accredited Learning Environments Planner (ALEP) designation, a mark of
excellence developed to reflect the knowledge, skills, and abilities required of
an educational facility planner. The Association for Learning Environments
(A4LA), the creator of the ALEP credential, observes, “An individual who has
been certified by A4LE has achieved the highest qualification in our
profession. Clients can appoint ALEPs with confidence that they have been
examined for competence by our association.”
Emily joined Becker Morgan Group in 2014 and has worked on several of the
firm’s most significant education projects over the last eight years. Currently, she serves as a project
manager on numerous K-12 schools, including the New Capital School District Consolidated Middle
Schools project and Wicomico High School HVAC Renovations. Emily joined the A4LE Chesapeake
Bay/Delaware Valley Chapter in 2018 and currently serves as president-elect after serving as a board
member at large since 2021. Emily is driven by the opportunity to design educational spaces that support
student success and looks forward to implementing lessons learned from her recent courses.
Firm principal and leader of the firm’s education
practice area, Brad A. Hastings, AIA, LEED AP
comments on Emily’s accomplishment “We are
proud of Emily for undertaking this endeavor to
achieve such a distinguished credential. Her efforts
are a testament to her student-first approach to
educational design. She is already sharing lessons
learned with our clients and influencing our K-12
design studio.”
About Becker Morgan Group
Established in 1983, Becker Morgan Group is a
leader in architecture, engineering, surveying, land planning, and interior design in the Mid-Atlantic and
Southeast regions of the United States. Learn more at www.beckermorgan.com.

Spiezle Architectural Group Announces Landscape Architecture Group
Succession, Hires Julia R. Mueser, LLA, PP as Director
Spiezle Architectural Group, Inc., an employee-owned, award-winning, fullservice architectural, interior design, landscape architecture, and planning
firm, proudly announces the hiring of Julia R. Mueser, LLA, PP, as Director
of Landscape Architecture. Mueser will be taking the reins of Spiezle’s
Landscape Architecture department, succeeding Jack Carman, long-time
Director of Landscape Architecture for the firm, who will be transitioning
into retirement. Spiezle’s focus centers around growth and succession
planning, and Mueser’s extensive experience in landscape architecture,
planning, all phases of site design, and construction make her the perfect fit
for the firm’s success in the future.
“Properly planning for succession is crucially important for ensuring
our firm is set up for the future,” said Thomas Perrino, President
and CEO at Spiezle. “As we celebrate Jack Carman’s illustrious
career with the firm, we are equally as excited to have Julia lead the
department for us into the future. I have full confidence that Julia
will help our landscape architecture practice grow and serve our
expansive client base as we move forward.”
Mueser has specialized in landscape architecture for over 25 years.
She received her Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture from Pennsylvania State University.
Mueser is a well-rounded professional with a thorough design and planning understanding, and she is
trusted by the clients she serves. Mueser represents the new wave of talent arriving at Spiezle.
Spiezle Architectural Group is an award-winning, full-service architectural and planning firm. Founded in

1954, the firm is known for innovative design, financially responsible solutions, and personalized service.
Spiezle serves academic, senior living, acute healthcare, corporate/commercial, government, hospitality,
landscape architecture, electrical engineering, urban planning, multi-family, enhanced construction
administration, recreational and religious clients. Spiezle is listed in the Top 100 Green Design Firms by
Engineering News-Record and the Top 300 U.S. Architecture Firms by Architectural Record. Learn more at
www.spiezle.com

Partner News
Wilmington Country Club Hosts 2022 BMW Championship
Wilmington Country Club (WCC) held the 2022 BMW
Championship from August 16th-21st bringing the tournament
to the first State for the first time. The course looked beautiful
and we could not be prouder of our client, WCC, for the
phenomenal job they did hosting the momentous event.
WCC has been a client of Apex for almost 25 years. Our team helped the club design an expansion to its
own onsite irrigation system, which doubles as stormwater management for the 335-acre property
located on Kennett Pike in Wilmington, DE.
As part of the master plan for future improvements, Apex designed 23-million-gallon secondary storage
reservoir, that was interconnected to the original reservoir and a third pond, that is also a hazard/water
feature for the 13th hole of the North Course. These tasks were carried out while the clubhouse and golf
course remained open for the club members’ benefit. Our team performed a topographic survey of the
site and prepared a site construction plans. This project also included the relocation of utilities, an erosion
and sediment control plan, and permitting for the re-construction of the north course.

Apex also prepared site design for the 20,000 square foot addition to the clubhouse and modifications to
the exiting putting green. Another project included the new building housing three indoor tennis courts,
new handicap accessibility between the existing tennis building and the new tennis building. It’s very
likely you saw some of the Apex site design areas if you watched any of the 2022 BMW
Championship. Apex is grateful to continue improving the quality of life in our region and keeping
Delaware green through years of working with our wonderful clients like Wilmington Country Club.

At Apex Engineering Incorporated we listen to your needs, your concerns and design proactive solutions
that will add value to the properties we design. Civil Engineering is a science and an art. Our design
approach is simple. We maintain good working relationships and open communications with our clients
and with City, State, County, and other regulatory officials while offering expedient, practical, costeffective solutions to design issues. Call us at (302) 994-1900 or visit us online at
ApexEngineeringInc.com.
See full article

Roger Stanley Joins Engineering Department
Landmark Gains Experienced Engineering Staff
Landmark Science & Engineering, a leading consulting firm in
Delaware and Maryland that specializes in site/civil and water
resources engineering, environmental sciences, and land surveying,
is pleased to announce that Roger Stanley has joined the firm’s
Engineering Department as a Project Engineer in its Newark,
Delaware office. He brings 32 years of comprehensive civil
engineering design and project management experience to help meet
our clients' project needs.
Roger Stanley is a graduate of the University of Delaware where he earned a
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology with a minor in Art History in
2012. He also earned A.A.S. degrees in Engineering Drafting and Design and
Civil Engineering Technologies at Delaware Technical Community College earlier
in his civil engineering career. Roger has 32 years of experience in civil
engineering, performing site design, certified construction review and project
management for commercial, residential and aviation engineering design and
construction projects throughout Delaware and in nearby counties in Maryland.
He brings a depth of knowledge of local and state codes and regulatory
requirements, including the New Castle County Drainage Code and the
Delaware Sediment and Stormwater Regulations. He has expertise in design of
stormwater management facilities utilizing green technology best management
practices (BMPs). Roger thrives in an environment where his organizational skills and project
management experience are put to good use. He is a team player that excels in driving results, meeting
commitments and addressing challenges with creative solutions.
Keith Rudy, Executive Vice President and VP of Operations, says “we have been very fortunate to find
such a well-qualified individual to join our engineering team, and we look forward to Roger bringing his
veteran experience to bear to benefit of our clients’ projects.”
Landmark Science & Engineering is an award-winning consulting firm, started over 35 years ago in 1987
as Landmark Engineering, Inc. The firm is one of the regions’ largest and most diverse, integrated civil
engineering and environmental science consulting firms, providing professional services across the
disciplines of site/civil, water resources and environmental engineering and sciences, and land surveying.
Environmental sciences include ecological (wetlands, forest, habitat) and site remediation/brownfields.
The firm of 30 serves clients in the DE, MD, and PA region from its headquarters in Newark, Delaware
and branch office in Aberdeen, Maryland. www.landmark-se.com

Repairing storm damage at Hagley Museum Breck’s Mill
VanDemark & Lynch, Inc.
Hurricane Ida struck Wilmington, DE on September 2, 2021, causing
extreme flooding of Brandywine Creek. Hagley Museum’s Breck’s Mill
suffered major damage due to the flooding.
The Mill, originally constructed in 1813, severely flooded, damaging the
foundations of the elevator tower.
Steinle Construction Engineers a VanDemark & Lynch, Inc division
determined that the tower was in danger of collapse. Temporary Piers were
installed by Hagley's contractor Gerber Masonry while permanent repairs
were designed.
Merit Construction Engineers began grappling displaced barrier wall stones from the Brandywine Creek
and bringing them to the shore.
New Foundations were dug down to bedrock and new concrete foundations were poured.
Workers placed the salvaged stones to construct the barrier wall, grouting and doweling them into
position to "mirror" the original arrangement.
After completion, the stone barrier wall and tower both look like originally constructed, except much
stronger and able to resist the next “Ida.”

Steinle Construction Engineers (SCE) is the structural engineering division of VanDemark & Lynch,
Inc. We strive to use technical knowledge, innovative skills, and experience on projects, with an emphasis
on constructability to meet the needs and challenges of today with sustainability for tomorrow. Contact us
to talk about your next project by calling (302) 764-7635 or by visiting us at http://vdleng.com/.

Visit and Get to Know our Partners

Thank you to our Allied Members & Supporters
Arch Resources LLC
Baker, Ingram & Associates
Blake & Vaughan Engineering
County Group Companies
DCI+MacIntosh Engineers
DEDC, LLC
Delaware Brick Company
DiSabatino Construction Company
Electronic Home Solutions (EHS)
Karins & Associates
Marvin
Parker Block Company
Penn Lighting Associates
New Member!
RCI Printing & Graphics
SC&A Construction
Tighe & Cottrell, P.A.
Traditional Building Conference
Union Wholesale Company (UWC)
Verdantas
Wohlsen Construction Company
WoodWorks | Wood Products Council

Allied Membership signifies you share a common goal to build a better world for all people and is
designed to enhance and strengthen relationships among design and building industry professionals.
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